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Atmtract - -We study analytically the behavlour of a discrete linear iteration ear its fixed point. In 
the case of truncation we also calculate the conditions needed for spurious multiple fixed points and 
for period-two cycles. We find that neither of these two errors can  be reduced with better machine 
precision. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
It has been established numerically that discretisation of variables -what a finite-state computer 
would do- can introduce spurious fixed points and limit cycles; this is known to happen to linear 
[1,2] as well as nonlinear [3-5] iterated functions. In this article we explain analytically the 
computer experiments repot.ted previously by Robert [1,2], who studied the machine iterates of 
a discretised linear function 
f(x) - -  az  + (I -- a)~ (1) 
near its fixed point ~. In particular, we find exactly under which conditions spurious limit cycles 
and multiple fixed points can occur. 
We consider a computer which represents numbers (such as the variable x) as multiples of a 
discretisation step 6. For floating-point representation (mantissa plus exponent), this means that 
the numbers in question should all be of the same order of magnitude. There are a number of 
ways in which a machine computes iterates f(z) which also belong to the discrete set of machine 
points {0, 6, 26, ..}; for example, truncation or roundoff. In the case of truncation of the linear 
function, we will describe the local behaviour of the two points in the discrete set which are 
closest to the true fixed point ~ of the linear function. This work is contained in section 2. The 
relevant parameters that determine the local behaviour turn out to be (1) the slope a of the linear 
function and (2) the suitably normalised position of ~ with respect to the two nearest machine 
points. In section 3, we derive the conditions in the relevant parameter space for the existence 
of spurious multiple fixed points. In section 4, we present results for the existence of period-two 
cycles, which are spurious whenever a ~ -1. We discuss in section 5 the local behaviour for 
roundoff and the differences with truncation, and in section 6 the conditions for uniform flow 
toward or away from the fixed point. We conclude the paper with a general discussion, section 
7. An  important conclusion will be that, no matter how small we can make the discretisation 
step by building a "better" computer, there will always be a finite range of the parameter space 
described above in which period-two cycles or multiple fixed points will be present. 
The author thanks prof. F. Robert for fruitful discussions and CNRS for partial support. 
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Properties of the Linear Function 
The general properties of equation (1) have been described, for example, in references [1,2]. 
We recall some of these properties. For lal > 1, the fixed point ~ is unstable, and iterations flow 
away from it, in a staircase or spiral fashion for a positive or negative, respectively. For a = 1, all 
points are fixed points, and for a = -1,  all points other than ~ belong in period-two cycles. For 
lal < 1, the fixed point is attractive, the flow being staircase or spiral for a positive or negative, 
respectively. 
It was remarked in references [1,2] that these general properties are preserved "far enough" from 
the fixed point in the case of a discrete iteration, and that anomalous behaviour only happens 
near the fixed point. In section 6, we will make a more precise statement about how far is far 
enough for uniform (staircase) flow towards or away from the fixed point. In sections 2-5, we will 
concentrate on the local behaviour near the fixed point ~, where most of the numerical anomalies 
seem to happen. 
The Discrete Linear Function 
We will require that not only the points z but also their discrete iterates F(x) belong to the 
previously specified iscrete set or set of machine points, {0, 6, 25, 35, ...}. Since the true iterates 
f(z)  do not necessarily belong to this set even if z does, two procedures are commonly used to go 
from the continuous function 1(=) to the discrete function F(z): (1) truncation, in which F(z) 
is given by the nearest point in the set below, this is, to the left of the true iterate f(=), or (b) 
rounding, in which F(x) is given by the nearest  point in the set, whether it is to the left or to 
the right of f(z).  These are given mathematically b  
F (x ) -M6 if M6<f (z )<(M+l )6  (2) 
and 
"1  1 
F(x )=M6 if (M-~)6<f (z )<(M+~)6 (3) 
respectively. In this paper we consider mostly the ease of truncation, but several important 
differences with roundoff-already observed numerically- will be pointed out. 
Definitions 
Several definitions will be required in the following five sections: the points p = m6 and 
q = (m + 1)6 are the machine points immediately to the left or right of the fixed point ~. The 
improbable case in which the fixed point belongs to the discrete set will be discussed separately. 
We also define e = ~ - m6, the distance from the fixed point to its nearest neighbour to the left 
(p). It will prove convenient to normalise this distance, and introduce a new variable y = ~. 
We define three possible behaviours for the iterate of a point: it can map to points to its left 
(L), to itself (C), or to its right (R). 
In terms of these definitions and of equations (1), (2) and (3), we now proceed to study the 
possible behaviours of the points p, q in the space of parameters a,y. 
2. TRUNCATION 
From previous definitions we have 
f (p )=m6+(1-a)e  
and 
f(q) = (a -F m)6 q- (1 - a)e. 
We assume for the time being that e ~ 0. In order for point p to have behaviour (L) (this is, the 
point to the left of the fixed point ~ maps to points to the left of itseff), we require (2): 
f(p) -- m6 q- (1 - a)~ < m6 
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which can be simplified as 
e(1 - a) < 0, 
a>l .  
Similarly, to have behaviour (R) for point p, we require 
f (p ) - -m6+( l -a )e~(m+1)6  
or  
6 
a_<l - - .  
In terms of the variable y defined in the previous ection, this condition becomes 
(4 )  
Values of a in between those of (4) and (5) correspond to fixed point behaviour (C) ofpoint p. 
Similarly, for point q we have 
f (q )= (a+m)6+Cl--a)e<(rn+l)6 
for behaviour (L), which can be simplified as 
a < 1. (6) 
For behaviour (R) of point q, we require 
f(q) >(m+2)6  
which in terms of the parameter y becomes 
2 -y  
a ~ 1 - y (7) 
In addition to equations (4)-(7), we need the following observations to be able to produce a 
complete picture of the local behaviour of equation (1) in a - y parameter space: (1) at a = 1 all 
discrete points are fixed points (this follows trivially from the observation f(p6) = p6 = F(p6) 
at a = 1 for all values of p); (2) when e = 0 the point ~ always maps to itself. By looking at the 
iterate of the points ~ + 6 and ~ - 8, we discover that there are additional fixed points in this 
case for 0 < a < 2. 
Figure 1 presents, in a - y space, the possible behaviours of the points p, q near the true 
fixed point of equation (1). The squares correspond to the numerical experiments of Robert, 
which are in complete agreement with these findings. In particular, eferences [1,2] document the 
apparition of a fixed point to the right of~ at a < 3, of a fixed point to the left of~ at a < 1 and 
the absence of fixed points below a = -1 for the particular value y = 0.5. 
We make several remarks about this diagram: (1) There are no attracting fixed points of F(z) 
to the right of ~; this is a consequence of using the truncation scheme. (2) The behaviours (L)(L) 
and (R)(R) for p, q are not allowed, consistent with ~ being a fixed point. (3) A diagram of the 
regions of different local behaviours in a -~  space would consist of an infinite number of copies 
of figure 1 repeated vertically. 
We now study in more detail the existence of multiple fixed points and of period two cycles in 
F(z) under truncation. 
1 
. < 1 - - .  (5 )  
Y 
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Figure 1. Local behaviour of the two machine points p, q nearest o the 
fixed point of a linear iteration under truncation. Horizontal axis: slope 
a of the iteration; vertical axis: normalised istance Y from the true 
fixed point to the nearest machine point to the left. Squares: numerical 
experiments of references [1,2]. 
3. MULTIPLE FIXED POINTS 
It was observed in references [1,2] that additional fixed points appear in the discrete iteration 
as one approaches a = 1 from the right or from the left. These only appear in the continuous 
iterated function at exactly a = 1. When a > 1 fixed points appear in succession to the right of 
~, and when a < 1 fixed points appear to the left of ~. As in the continuum, all points become 
fixed points at exactly a = 1. 
Fized Points to the Left of ~ 
The conditions for the Mth point to the left of ~ to be a fixed point with an (It) left neighbour 
are: 
(m-  m + 1)6 _< f ( (m-  M + 1)6) < (m-  M + 2)6 
/ ( (m - M)6) >_ (m - M + 1)6 
which can be simplified to yield 
M-2+y M- I+y < a <_ (8) 
M- I+y M+y 
Fized Points to the Right of ~ 
Similarly, in order to have exactly N fixed points to the right of the true fixed point we require 
f ( (m+N + 1)6) >_ (m+ N +2)6 
(m+ N)6 < ]((m + N)6) < (m + N + 1)6 
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which simplifies to yield 
N+l -y  N+2-y  <a< (9) 
N+l -y  N-y  
Figure 2 shows the regions in a - y space for 2, 3 and 4 fixed points to the left and to the 
right of the true fixed point. Equations (8),(9) are consistent with a proof by Robert about the 
number of fixed points as a function of a [1,2]. In particular, the values of a which admit three 
different possibilities for the number of fixed points can be extracted from Robert's proof to be 
a = ],  ~, Z . . . ,4  5 8,2 4,s 45, ", in agreement with figure 2 and equations (8), (9). 
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Figure 2. Number of machine fixed points of a linear iteration under 
truncation. The axes are a, y as in the previous figure. 
We remark that the regions for multiple fixed points are determined only by the parameters 
a, y; for an arbitrary fixed point chances are that y will be non-zero, and therefore the iteration 
can be subject to spurious multiple fixed points for all values of the discretisation step. 
4. PER IOD-TWO CYCLES 
We now consider in more detail the region of figure 1 in which p maps to the right and q maps 
to the left. In particular, we are interested in the breakdown of the period-two cycle p ---, q --* p 
that results in spiral divergence. This breakdown happens in the continuous iteration at a -- -1  
exactly. In order for q to map to a point strictly to the left of p, we require 
which simplifies to yield 
I((m + I)6) < m6 
a<~ y(y- 1) - I  . 
In order for p to map to a point strictly to the right of q, we require 
f(m6) ~> (m -.1- 2)6 
(10) 
which simplifies to yield 
2 
a _< I - -. (11) 
Y 
The four different regions in which p maps to the right and q to the left are shown in figure 3. 
The simulations of Robert are again in complete agreement. In particular, the behaviours at 
y - 0.5,0.8 for different values of a and the absence of limit cycles at y - 0.2 for a ~t -1 were 
reported in [1,2]. There is one type of cycle breakdown that Robert missed: it can be seen in 




Figure 3. Regions of period-two cycle and spiral divergence for a trun- 
cated linear iteration. The axes are a, y as in the previous two figures. 
figure 3 that, for high enough y, the point p can map to the right beyond the point q before the 
point q maps to the left of p. This type of behaviour is indeed seen with the values 6 = 10 -e, 
= 0.6327219 (equivalent to y = 0.9) and a = -2.  
We again notice that the p - q limit cycle persists for a large range of a, going from a = 0 at 
y = 1 to a = -2  for y = [ .  We have verified this with y = 0.66 and  a = -1 .9 ,  which still shows 
this limit cycle. 
These results are independent of the discretisation step 6, as was the case for multiple fixed 
point behaviour. We remark that other points farther away from ~ can belong in limit cycles for 
values a ~ -1.  These will not be considered in this article, since the conditions (the point must 
be different from its first discrete iterate hut equal to its second) are non-local. 
5. ROUNDOFF 
We consider briefly the case of roundoff, equation (3). For (L) behaviour in point p, we require 
f(~61 < (m,- ~-16 
which simplifies to yield 
For behaviour (R) in point p, we require 
I 
. > I + (12) zy 
f(m61 >__ (m+ 116 
which simplifies to yield 
1 
a_<l - - - .  
2y 
Similarly, for behaviour (L) in point q, we require 
f((m "4- 1)6) < (m -I- -~)6 
which can be simplified to give 
1 - 2y 
2(1 -y ) '  
(13) 
a < (14 /
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and behaviour (R) in point q requires 
f((m + 1)6) > (m + ~)6 
or equivalently 
3 - 2y 
a > 2(1-  y)" (15) 
Equations (12)-(15) are presented graphically in figure 4. We notice that, with roundoff, 
attracting machine fixed points are allowed both to the left and right of the true fixed point over 
a finite range of a; this was observed numerically by Robert. The only types of behaviour that 
are precluded in the neighbourhood f ~ are uniform flow to the left or right, which would be 
inconsistent, as in the case of truncation, with the existence of a fixed point of the iteration. 
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Figure 4. Local behaviour of the two machine points nearest to the fixed 
point of a linear iteration under roundoff. The axes are a, y as in the 
previous three figures. 
6. STAIRCASE BEHAVIOUR 
The numerical simulations of this problem suggest hat 'Tar enough from the fixed point" the 
discrete and the continuous iterations have the same behaviour. We want to make this statement 
more precise. 
We address the following question: how far does one have to be from the fixed point for uniform 
flow to the right or to the left? As seen in section 1, we only have to consider strictly positive 
values of a, since negative values of a produce spiral behaviour. Spiral flow satisfies two nonlocal 
conditions about the first and second iterates of a point, and will not be considered in this article. 
Flow lo $he Left 
For an arbitrary point p6 to flow to the left of itself we require 
f (~6)  = a (~ - m)6 + ~(1 - a) + m6 < ~6. 
This condition can be simplified to yield 
(/~ - m) (a  - 1) < (a  - 1)y .  (16)  
This condition indicates that for a > 1 all points to the left of the true fixed point flow towards 
the left, and that for 0 < a < 1 all points to the right of the true fixed point flow towards the 
left in a staircase way. This is corroborated by Robert's numerical simulations. 
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Flow to the Right 
In this case for (R) behaviour of an arbitrary point p6, we require 
f(p6) ~ (p + 1)6 
which can he rewritten as 
(p - rn) :> (a - 1) -1 + y. (17) 
This indicates that if a is much greater than 1, practically all points to the right of the true fixed 
point will flow to the right. However, close to a = 1 only points far from the fixed point will do 
so. For example, in the case y = 0.5, a = 1.1 reported in [2], equation (17) predicts uccessfully 
that only the eleventh point (and beyond) to the right of ~ will flow to the right. 
Similarly, for 0 < a < 1, equation (17) is only satisfied by points "far enough" to the left of 
the fixed point. For example, for a -- 0.9 (see experiment in references [1,2]), there will be a 
neighborhood of ten points to the left of ~ which do not have the expected staircase hehaviour. 
It is in regions uch as the two just described that discreteness effects will appear. 
7. DISCUSSION 
It has been shown in numerical experiments hat computer iterations of a linear function can 
behave very differently than their continuous counterpart. In this article, we have given a com- 
plete description of the local behaviour of such a function ear its fixed point. This description is
summarised in figures 1-4. We have provided a mathematical understanding of two discretisation 
phenomena, multiple fixed points and period-two cycles, and have shown that these can appear 
for any constant value of machine precision. 
These results are presented graphically in figures 2 and 3. The method described here can 
also provide a complete description of a larger neighbourhood around the fixed point (four or 
six points. This is partially done in the work of sections 3 and 4; we see no need to extend the 
present results. 
We have also shown important qualitative differences between the schemes of roundoff and 
truncation, which can be seen by comparing figures 1 and 4, and examined the meaning of 
"local" behaviour for staircase flow in section 6. 
We hope to extend this work to functions of several variables, in which spurious cycles of 
length other than two may appear, to well-studied nonlinear iterations of one variable, such as 
the logistic equation f ( z )  = az(1 - z), and to piecewise linear iterations with small limit cycles. 
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